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AGRICULTURE

In order to feed the world’s 
rapidly growing population, 
farmers must produce more 
food, on less arable land, and 
with lower environmental 
impact.

WATER

In less than two decades, 
demand for fresh water (for 
human consumption, 
agriculture, and hygiene) is 
projected to dramatically 
outpace supply.

BIODIVERSITY

Species are going extinct 
beyond the natural rate by 
orders of magnitude, 
driving the decay of key 
ecosystem services, like 
pollination, that humans 
depend upon.

CLIMATE CHANGE

An increasingly variable 
climate, extreme weather 
events, rising sea levels, higher 
global temperatures, and 
increased ocean acidity 
threaten human health, 
infrastructure, and the natural 
systems we rely
on for life itself.

AI for Earth
http://www.microsoft.com/AIforEarth
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1. Mosquitoes bite animals, drawing a few microliters of blood
2. Smart traps catch mosquitoes and house them.
3. DNA from mosquito bloodmeal is sequenced and analyzed to identify the type 

of animals that were bitten and if there are any diseases present.

With advanced machine learning, this can help early detection of vector-borne diseases 
such as Zika and West Nile.

~75% of emerging infectious diseases originate from animals, yet it’s 
difficult to track and monitor these diseases to prevent outbreaks. 

Project Premonition detects pathogens by turning mosquitoes into 
devices that collect data from animals in the environment. 



Our robots can identify & capture key disease vectors
Using an array of smart cells and microenvironmental sensors

For example, this Aedes aegypti, the 
primary vector of Zika, was robotically 
collected in Houston, TX



Our system uses AI on the edge to enable high quality & ubiquitous sample collection, even 
in places where biologists rarely go. (Mwamgongo Village, Tanzania)



Because the more it is deployed the more it learns
90% accurate at separating West Nile vectors from Zika vectors in Houston, TX



But we want to look beyond just phenotypes



Use metagenomics to recover composition and find new viruses

(c-)DNA sample

Possible ingredients (all 

partially sequenced 

species / strains)

Computed Recipe

90 ± 3% of sample is Aedes aegypti
with 94% identity.

5 ± 1% of sample is Homo sapiens
with 99.3% identity.

0.001 ± 0.000001% of sample is an 

apparently novel Rhabdovirus, with 

85% identity to other other members 

of this family, and covering 93% of 

similar genomes

As fast as possible



Data visualization
Comprehensive 
reports for 
debugging via  
synthetic 
experiments

Integrates with 
Krona visualizer to 
summarize and 
explore pipeline 
results

Accurate

99.99% accuracy to recover 
synthetic metagenomes

97%
accuracy to place novel 
viruses in correct family  

94% accuracy to place novel 
Chordata in correct 
family

Key features of approach

SNAP + Azure

All reads compared to all known 
organisms within 3 hours. Runs on 200 
Azure compute nodes.

Mixture models

Probabilistic assignment, shares 
information across reads and the tree of 
life.



For more information…

https://www.microsoft.com/premonition

https://www.microsoft.com/premonition
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FarmBeats
Providing farmers with access to Microsoft Cloud and AI 
technologies, enabling data-driven decisions to help farmers 
improve agricultural yield, lower overall costs, and reduce the 
environmental impact of agricultural production.

Challenge

By 2050, the demand for food is expected to 
outpace production by over 70%. Farmers need to 
access better data to maximize efficiency and yield, 
however, gathering data from farms is difficult due 
to low technology adoption and access rates, 
especially in rural areas.

Solution

FarmBeats uses Microsoft’s machine learning (ML) 
algorithm to integrate sensor data with aerial 
imagery and other relevant data (such as weather, 
crop predictions, best practices) to deliver 
actionable insights to farmers, all at a fraction of 
the cost of existing solutions. This is a digital 
transformation of agriculture, at both small and 
large scales, that’s critical to meeting 21st century 
food-supply challenges.



FarmBeats Gateway

Precision Agriculture

Cameras, Drones, 
sensors

Azure ML

Weather Data
(Rain, Wind, Pollen)

Recommendations
(daily best practices)

InsightsAnalytics

Soil, crop health, 
irrigation, fertilizers, … 



$1,000/sensor
Challenge



Sensors on the Ground

Camera



Gathering aerial imagery

Point selection mode Area selection mode



Machine Learning Maps
A machine learning model based on 
probabilistic graphical models that embed 
Gaussian processes is used to extrapolate 
from the sensor data points to the full 
territory. This model seeks to balance spatial 
and visual smoothness:

Since we are measuring physical properties of the soil and the environment, the sensor readings 
for locations that are nearby should be similar (spatial smoothness). 

Areas that look similar should have similar sensor values. For example, a recently irrigated area 
has more moisture and hence looks darker (visual smoothness).



Fusing it all together

Yield Estimation Precision Irrigation Pest Infection Fertilizer Application …

Ag Services

Spatio
-temporal view 

of the farm

Sensors 
& UAVs
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@WildbookORG



@WildbookORG

Who is this?
Database of thousands

Willie the Whale!



Leveraging social media

Individual Animal Recognition

The Wildbook system uses machine 
learning to find images that contain 
animals, pinpoint where the animals are 
in those images, and tell you what 
species they are.  Then, they can 
recognize individual animals.  

Intelligent Agent

On a nightly basis, an intelligent agent 
scans social media for people posting 
pictures of whale sharks.  





Demo
Wild Me 
https://ai4e-wildme-demo.azureedge.net/

https://ai4e-wildme-demo.azureedge.net/


Summary

Project Premonition
FarmBeats
Wild Me  



http://microsoft.com/aiforearth
https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/research/project/project-premonition/
http://aka.ms/JenFarm

http://www.wildbook.org

http://microsoft.com/aiforearth
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-premonition/
http://aka.ms/JenFarm
http://www.wildbook.org/
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Learn more at microsoft.com/aiforearth

AI for Earth
Access | Education | Innovation



Thank you.
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